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The time machineH. G. Wells

'Well, I do not mind telling you I have been at work upon this 
geometry of Four Dimensions for some time. Some of my 
results are curious. For instance, here is a portrait of a man at 
eight years old, another at fifteen, another at seventeen, 
another at twenty-three, and so on. All these are evidently 
sections, as it were, Three-Dimensional representations of his 
Four-Dimensioned being, which is a fixed and unalterable 
thing.'  



History:  Static Graphics 

Redesign of the London underground map (1933). Harry Beck



Historia:  Gráficos Estáticos 

Rediseño del mapa del metro de Londres (1933). Harry Beck 



History:  work in progress 



The problem 

data transference 

visualization 



The big problem 

data transference 

visualization 





From Victoria Station… 

… to Herne Hill 





7th September 1932: A group of elderly cycling enthusiasts on their 
Victorian-style penny farthings, training for the 
'ordinary' race at Herne Hill track… Funny!, but… 



… there existed some dangers…





………………………..... 
……………………………………………..….. 
……………………………………………..….. 
………………………………………..….. 









The Future of software visualization 
Among other challenges: 

(Diehl, 2007) 



The interactive visual approach 

Visual Analytics is the science of 
analytical reasoning facilitated by highly 
interactive visual interfaces.  

The visual analytics process aims at 
tightly coupling automated analysis 
methods and interactive representations 
and combines the strengths of 
machines with those of humans 

(Keim, 2006) 



J. Thomas – Visual Analytics Initiative 



Visualization mantras 

  Visual Information 
Seeking Mantra 
  Overview, Zoom-in / Filter, 

and Details on Demand 
(Shneiderman, 1996) 

  Visual Analytics Mantra 
  Analyse first, Show the 

Important, Zoom, filter and 
analyse, Details on 
demand (Keim 2006) 



Computacional Información Design 
(Ben Fry, 2004) 



Example: Evolution of Software

  Visualization of the collaboration history in the 
development of software items 

  Source: Repositories of Software Configuration 
Management tools 
  relationships between the programmers and software 

items 
  creation of baselines, branches and revisions 
  Temporal information 



Aim 
•  First contribution to the SCM tool (PlasticSCM) developed by 

Códice Software 
–  Revision Tree: an interactive 2D visualization 

•  Visualiation of the contributions of the team members, through several 
revisions, baselines and long periods of time, on the same item or 
document within the software project. 

•  We support our visualization through the use several information 
visualization techniques:  
–  grid-based structure,  
–  selection, navigation, filtering and zoom interaction mechanisms 
–  polyfocal display,  
–  tree hierarchy (a directed graph),  
–  time line. 



Background 

•  Software Configuration Management (SCM) controls the evolution 
of complex systems taking into consideration  
–  communication at every level of the organization 
–  changes of code and documentation.  

•  SCM tools must provide  
–  management of the component database,  
–  concurrency 
–  collaboration,  
–  recording changes  

•   time, date, modules affected, modification duration, who did the change. 
•  However, in spite of the richness of this data source 

–  there is an important lack of mechanisms to convey, how the 
contribution and collaboration among team members occurs in a 
particular project. 



Background 

•  Plastic SCM supports parallel development so different 
developers are able to include changes at the same 
time on the same code base.  

•  Plastic SCM is able to manage thousands of branches 
on a single repository with no restriction, providing easy 
and effective management of files through the 
development cycle. 
–  Understanding of what is really happening inside the team? 



Background 



•  VRCS: 
–  evolution of items from the 

repository of the software 
management configuration 
tool.  

•  each software item is 
represented by using two 
dimensions and the overall 
visualization with three 
dimensions 

Perforce 

VRCS 

•  Perforce: 
–  a two dimensional visualization 

and uses a graph to show the 
relationships between baselines, 
branches and revisions. It 
features an overview + detail 
approach rather than a more 
convenient focus + context 
approach 

Background 



Background 

PlasticSCM 



Background 



RevisionTree

Developers 

Baseline 

Main branch 

Regular branch 

Date Time 

Timeline 

1 day 

1 month new branch 
new revision 

new main branch 

new main branch revision 



RevisionTree--design

  grid-based structure  
  it provides an intuitive mechanism to visualize the working 

relationship between authors and baselines by using the rows to 
represent the authors and the columns for the baselines  

  Default view:  
  Uses of variable width columns to accommodate the revisions in 

each baseline, the distribution of the rows is uniform, 
  Graph layout 
  Focus+context interaction 
  This sketch allows us to appreciate all the baselines and 

revisions of the item at a glance, as well as the 
relationships among baselines and the hierarchical 
association between baselines and revisions. 



RevisionTree 



Validation 

•  In-house validation (CódiceSoftware) 
–  it is evident that it is possible to obtain a great amount of 

information at a glance  
•  detailed explanation is not required;  
•  it is easy to follow up on contributions to the development of a 

software item and understand how it has evolved throughout. 
–  It provides useful information for project managers  

•  who has been working most in the development of the item,  
•  Has someone quit or been fired ? 
•  Anomaly discovery:  

–  Were the last revisions, made by a given programmer, merged?  
–  is there a merge that has never been done? 



Questions PlasticSCM VRCS Perforce Revision Tree 
Does the visualization provide a context view? ✔ ✔ 

How many developers are participating in the development of the software 
item? 

✔ 

Who are the developers contributing to the evolution? ✔ 

Who is the programmer with more contributions to the evolution of the 
item? 

✔ 

How many baselines constitute the whole evolution process? ✔  ✔ ✔ 

Does the tool offer information about dates and times of the creation of 
baselines and revisions? 

✔ ✔ 

Is there a revision without been merged after a long time?  ✔ ✔ 

How long has been the development of the item? ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Which baseline has more branches and revisions? ✔ 

Which branch has more modification activity? ✔ ✔ 

Which is the period of time that does not show any activity? ✔ 

Is there a period when the item was stable and then suddenly started 
having a lot of activity? 

✔ 

Is it possible to compare baseline activity? ✔ 

Validation 



Example: Structure of Software 



Example: Algorithms 



Example: Hierarchies + Time 



Example: Hierarchies + Time 



Example: Hierarchies + Time 



Example: Hierarchies + Time 



Example: Hierarchies + Time 

(Diehl, 2007) 



Example: Hierarchies + Time 



Example: Visual analytics 





Small World 

The small world experiment comprised several experiments examining the 
average path length for social networks of people in the United States. The 
research was groundbreaking in that it suggested that human society is a 
small world type network characterized by short path lengths 
(Stanley Milgram) 

 six degrees of separation  

Duncan J. Walls: D. J. Watts and S. H. Strogatz. Collective dynamics of 'small-
world' networks, Nature, 393:440-442 (1998) 

 Bacon number 
 Erdős number  





Example: Visual Analytics 



Conclusions 

•  Give the end users the opprtunity to view what they are looking 
for 

•  Developers: focus on genuine user needs 

•  Provide multiple-linked views 

•  Make use of the plethora of visualization techniches available 

•  Do not understimate the importance of aesthetics  

•  Rethink the problem as a whole (CID) 

•  And… 



'Every time I see an 
adult on a bicycle, I no 
longer despair for the 
future of the human 
race.' 

'Cycle tracks will abound 
in Utopia.' 

A modern utopia

H. G. Wells 

Unknown source  
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